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ABSTRACT

In 1968, Dr. James Cleaver reported defective DNA repair in
cultured cells from patients with xeroderma pigmentosum.
This link between clinical disease and molecular pathophysi-
ology has sparked interest in understanding not only the clin-
ical characteristics of sun sensitivity, damage and cancer that
occurred in XP patients but also the mechanisms underlying
the damage and repair. While affected patients are rare,
their exaggerated UV damage provides a window into the
workings of DNA repair. These studies have clarified the
importance of a functioning DNA repair system to the main-
tenance of skin and neurologic health in the general popula-
tion. Understanding the role of damage in causing cancer,
neurologic degeneration, hearing loss and internal cancers
provides an opportunity for prevention and treatment. Char-
acterizing complementation groups pointed to the importance
of different underlying genes. Studying differences in cancer
age of onset and underlying molecular signatures in cancers
occurring either in XP patients or the general population has
led to insights into differences in carcinogenic mechanisms.
The accelerated development of cancers in XP has been used
as a model to discover new cancer chemopreventive agents.
An astute insight can be a “tipping point” triggering decades
of productive inquiry.

PRELUDE
In 1968, Dr. James Cleaver published a seminal paper demon-
strating defective DNA repair in cultured cells from patients with
xeroderma pigmentosum (XP) (1). Cleaver measured DNA repair
by assessment of autoradiographic incorporation of tritiated thy-
midine (3HTdR) into nuclei of cultured fibroblasts following
ultraviolet radiation (UV) exposure. The few normally dividing
cells in S phase were heavily labeled while the remainder of the
cell population was lightly labeled. This “unscheduled DNA syn-
thesis” (UDS) was a measure of DNA repair and indicated that
repair was proceeding in most of the cell population. Post-UV
UDS was greatly reduced in cultured skin fibroblasts from XP
patients. In addition, he used a version of the 3H-bromodeoxyuri-
dine (3H-BUdR) density gradient method of Pettijohn and

Hanawalt (2) and reported reduced post-UV repair replication in
XP cells. The XP patients had sun sensitivity, skin pigmentation in
sun exposed sites and a markedly increased risk of development of
sunlight induced cancers. This paper thus was an important link
between UV-induced DNA damage, faulty DNA repair and human
cancer. These cell culture studies were soon confirmed by in vivo
studies of UV irradiated skin of the same XP patients (3). Further,
they found that the XP patients with neurological degeneration had
an even lower rate of post-UV DNA repair than the patient who
had no neurological involvement (3,4).

XP STUDIES BEGIN AT NIH
Before its publication in 1968, Dr. Cleaver presented this work
at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in Bethesda, MD. Dr.
Jay Robbins, a Senior Investigator in the Dermatology Branch of
the National Cancer Institute (NCI), NIH listened to this talk and
decided to begin performing clinical and DNA repair laboratory
studies of XP patients. NIH is the primary medical research
agency of the United States Federal Government with a mission
to seek fundamental knowledge about the nature of living things,
to enhance health and to reduce illness and disability. The 300
acre campus in Bethesda, MD contains more than 75 research
buildings for 17 NIH Institutes and is home of the NIH Clinical
Center, the largest hospital in the world devoted entirely to clini-
cal research. There currently are about 1500 clinical research
studies in progress at the Clinical Center. About half are studies
of the natural pathogenesis of disease, especially rare diseases
such as XP, which are infrequently investigated elsewhere. For
each study, patients are examined in accordance with a clinical
research protocol that is approved by an institutional review
board (IRB). There is no charge to the patients for any of the
medical testing performed and much of the transportation, food
and lodging costs are supported by NIH. Patients who are
approved for entry into the protocols come to NIH from all over
the US and elsewhere in the world.

Dr. Robbins began studying XP patients with Dr. Peter Burk,
a Clinical Associate in the Dermatology Branch, and investigat-
ing their clinical features and DNA repair levels. They developed
a rapid in vitro method to study DNA repair in peripheral blood
lymphocytes treated with UV. The first three NIH XP patients
had multiple skin cancers and reduced post-UV DNA repair (5),
like the study of Cleaver. Interestingly, these cells continued to
incorporate radioactive thymidine for a longer time than the
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normal donors’ lymphocytes and eventually incorporated as
much as the normal cells. For those patients that had measurable
repair, this demonstrated that the defect was in the rate of repair.

XP VARIANTS
The fourth XP patient at NIH (XP4BE1) had severe clinical dis-
ease and eventually died of metastatic melanoma (6,7). However,
the post-UV DNA repair in his lymphocytes and cultured skin fi-
broblasts had a normal rate and duration (5). Thus, this clinically
severe XP patient had normal DNA repair, raising the theoretical
possibility that the DNA repair abnormality in the other three XP
patients was not the critical defect that resulted in their disease.
The following year, James Cleaver reported three more XP
patients with severe clinical disease but normal DNA repair and
gave them the name “XP variants” (8). Cleaver subsequently
remarked that he was fortunate to not have found these XP vari-
ant patients in his initial investigation because he might have
concluded that all XP patients had normal DNA repair. Subse-
quent studies over several decades revealed that the XP patients
with reduced UDS had defects in nucleotide excision repair
(NER) while the XP variants had defects in “post-replication
repair” resulting from defects in polymerase eta (reviewed in 9).

CLINICAL AND LABORATORY STUDIES OF
XP
Dr. Kenneth Kraemer, one of the authors, arrived at NIH in
1971 as a Clinical Associate in the Dermatology Branch, NCI
with an appointment as a Commissioned Officer in the United
States Public Health Service. After training in internal medicine
at Harlem Hospital, a large inner city hospital in New York City,
he began working with XP patients under the supervision of Dr.
Robbins. His role would be to take care of their medical prob-
lems and begin a study of their DNA repair defects. Patients
were selected to examine who had different clinical features from
each other. This was a collaborative effort with a dermatologist,
Dr. Marvin Lutzner, Chief, Dermatology Branch, NCI, a neurol-
ogist, Dr. Barry W. Festoff, Clinical Associate, Medical Neurol-
ogy Branch, National Institute of Neurological Diseases and
Stroke (NINDS) and a cell biologist, Dr. Hayden G. Coon,
Senior Investigator, Laboratory of Cell Biology, NCI. This multi-
disciplinary approach to investigation of XP patients was found
to be very effective and has continued to the present day.

Data on the first 15 patients studied at NIH (XP1BE though
XP15BE) were presented in a paper published in the Annals of
Internal Medicine in 1974 (6), a citation classic. There was a
high frequency of skin cancer at an early age. Skin cancer was
present in 13 of the patients, with first neoplasm between ages 3
and 22 years and three of the patients each had more than 50
primary skin cancers. The type of skin cancers were the same as
in the general population (basal cell carcinoma [BCC], squamous
cell carcinoma [SCC] and melanomas). Neurological degenera-
tion was present in six of the patients. One of these patients
(XP11BE) had features of both XP and Cockayne syndrome
(CS), another rare neurodegenerative disorder, thus she was the
first patient with the XP/CS complex. The DNA repair rate was
reduced in 12 of the patients and normal in one patient (XP4BE),

the first XP variant. Detailed tables of cutaneous abnormalities,
ocular manifestations (demonstrating the effects of UV damage
on the anterior portions of the eye—the lids, conjunctiva, cornea
and iris but not the retina) and neurological abnormalities were
presented showing the importance of normal DNA repair in
maintenance and protection of these organ systems.

XP COMPLEMENTATION GROUPS
Fusion of pairs of cells from XP patients with different clinical
features and low post-UV UDS was performed in the laboratory
of Dr. Dirk Bootsma in Rotterdam, the Netherlands. They
reported that fusion of certain pairs of cells corrected the DNA
repair defect in both cells (10). Thus, each supplied what the
other was missing and they were said to “complement” each
other, and thereby form different “complementation groups.” Dr.
Kraemer’s initial laboratory project, under the guidance of Dr.
Coon, was to perform cell fusions of XP fibroblasts using inacti-
vated Sendai virus (grown in chicken eggs in his laboratory) and
perform post-UV UDS on the fused hybrid cells. Four comple-
mentation groups were soon found from among the 12 XP cell
lines studied (6,11). Surprisingly, unfused XP cells in each com-
plementation group had a characteristic rate of post-UV UDS.
This led to a collaboration with the Bootsma laboratory, which
by this time had reported a third XP complementation group
(12), and the laboratories exchanged cell lines representative of
each complementation group. The joint publication found five
complementation groups which they chose to name XP-A
through XP-E in order of increasing post-UV UDS (13). This
early work set the stage for international collaborations and shar-
ing of cell lines among XP researchers which has continued to
the present. To this end, Dr. Robbins established a policy of sub-
mitting XP cell lines established at NIH to Cell Banks (initially
the American Type Culture Collection in Rockville, MD and
then the Human Genetic Mutant Cell Repository, Camden, NJ)
and making them available to all researchers. This helped to
stimulate the large volume of publications on this rare disorder.

HOST CELL REACTIVATION OF VIRUSES
AND PLASMIDS IN XP CELLS
Dr. Rufus S. Day III, a senior investigator in the Laboratory of
Molecular Carcinogenesis (LMC), NCI in 1975 reported a “host
cell reactivation” assay that was able to measure the DNA repair
function in undamaged living cells. He treated adenovirus 2 with
UV and then infected unirradiated cells. The virus cannot repair
the UV-induced DNA damage on its own but relies on the repair
capacity of the cells. Virus survival is assessed as plaque-form-
ing ability on inactivated Sendai virus fused fibroblast monolay-
ers. This assay revealed lower repair in XP cells than in
wild-type cells. However, when tested with fused XP cells from
different complementation groups a second component with a
shallower slope was present on the UV dose–response curve.
This second component was not seen when cells from the same
complementation group were fused. This indicates that the com-
plementation resulted in correction of the DNA repair defect that
was sufficient to result in functional correction of the damaged
adenovirus (14).

Dr. Kraemer left NIH in 1974 for residency training in Der-
matology at the University of Miami where he diagnosed a new
XP patient who was very well sun protected (15). They subse-
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Cell lines are named for the disease (Xeroderma Pigmentosum), sequential number,
followed by the city of origin (Bethesda).
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quently documented that cultured melanocytes and nevus cells
from her skin had the same low level of repair as her fibroblasts
(15). He returned to NCI in 1976 and joined the LMC as a
Senior Investigator.

At NIH, Dr. Kraemer decided to attempt to develop another
functional assay to measure the extent of the repair defect in XP
cells. Dr. Bruce Howard, a Senior Investigator in NCI, had con-
structed a new series of plasmids that express the bacterial
enzyme chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) in mammalian
cells (16). CAT activity was measured by thin-layer chromatog-
raphy of acetylated chloramphenicol reaction products. They
realized that they could precisely measure the extent of UV dam-
age in this supercoiled plasmid by treating with T4 endonuclease
which nicks the plasmid at sites of CPD and thereby relaxes the
supercoil and changes migration on a gel. They found that CAT
activity of UV-treated transfected plasmids was reduced to a
greater extent in XP than normal cells. Comparison of the extent
of inhibition of CAT expression with the amount of damage pro-
duced indicated that one CPD inactivated the expression in the
XPA cells (17). This was similar to the finding by Richard Set-
low in 1963 that one dimer blocked DNA synthesis in UV sensi-
tive bacteria (18).

Dr. Michael Seidman in LMC, NCI constructed a “shuttle vec-
tor” plasmid that could be used for mutation assessment. The
plasmid, pZ189, replicates in mammalian cells in addition to bac-
teria. pZ189 contains a marker gene, the 150-base-pair suppressor
transfer RNA, supF, as well as a gene for antibiotic resistance.
pZ189 was treated with UV and transfected into the untreated XP
or normal cells where the plasmid was repaired or mutated and
replicated. The replicated plasmid was extracted and used to trans-
fect Escherichia coli with a suppressible amber mutation in the
beta-galactosidase gene and then plated on antibiotic containing
plates. The number of bacterial colonies reflects plasmid survival
and the color of the colonies (blue or white) reflect the mutation
frequency. Plasmid survival was greatly reduced after passing
through cells from an XP-A patient compared normal cells (19).
Sequencing of supF in mutated plasmids from the XP-A cells
showed a restricted mutational spectrum compared with normal
cells with a higher frequency of G:C to A:T transitions (19).

They also used plasmid host cell reactivation assays to inves-
tigate the repair of different types of UV-induced photoproducts
in cells from patients with CS or XP. CS is a rare autosomal
recessive disorder with defective DNA transcription coupled
repair, sun sensitivity, short stature, progressive neurological and
retinal degeneration without an increase in skin cancer (reviewed
in 9). The CAT-containing plasmid was exposed to UV, which
forms CPD and 6-4 photoproducts, and then treated with photo-
reactivating enzyme (PR) that selectively removes the CPD. The
plasmids were transfected into CS, XP and normal cells, incu-
bated to permit repair and then CAT activity was measured. The
CAT activity was abnormally decreased in the CS and XP cells
after the plasmid UV treatments. However, removal of CPD by
PR treatment resulted in normal CAT expression in the CS cells.
This indicated that repair of nondimer photoproducts in the plas-
mid, but not CPD, was normal in CS cells (20). They performed
similar experiments using the pZ189 plasmid and assessing the
influence of different photoproducts in mutagenesis. They found
that in XP cells plasmid mutagenesis was related to faulty repair
of all types of photoproducts while in the CS cells there was pro-
ficient repair of nondimer photoproducts. This finding suggests
that prevention of UV-induced skin cancers in CS is associated

with proficient repair of nondimer photoproducts in actively tran-
scribing genes (21).

ASSESSMENT OF CANCER RISK IN XP
XP is a very rare disease but individual patients had different
clinical features. In order to obtain an idea of the frequency of
different abnormalities in XP patients, we realized that the medi-
cal library would contain articles on many patients. With a tal-
ented undergraduate and then medical student, Myung Moo Lee
who spent several summers in my laboratory, we developed a
standard abstracting form and obtained articles from the NIH
Library and the National Library of Medicine (that is on the
same campus in Bethesda). We found information on 830 indi-
vidual XP patients in reports published from the first description
by Moriz Kaposi in 1874–1982 (22). The information was
entered into a mainframe computer and analyzed with a data
retrieval system. While Cleaver realized that XP patients had a
high risk of cancer, we found that the median age of first non-
melanoma skin cancer was 8 years, more than 50 years younger
than patients with skin cancers in the general population. Neuro-
logic abnormalities were reported in 18% of the cases. This was
the first quantitative documentation of the dramatically increased
cancer risk in XP.

Over the years we made several estimates of the magnitude of
the increased cancer risk in XP. The XP literature review
reported that in comparison to the US general population, XP
patients under 29 years of age had a more than 2000-fold
increase in basal cell and squamous cell carcinoma of the skin,
of cutaneous melanoma, of cancer of the anterior eye and cancer
of the anterior tongue, all UV exposed sites (23). Ten years later
our study of 135 XP patients reported to the XP Registry (in col-
laboration with Drs. Alan Andrews of Columbia University and
W. Clark Lambert of NJ College of Medicine and Dentistry)
indicated a more than 1000-fold increase in skin cancer in
patients under age 20 years. There was a different anatomic site
distribution for melanomas than for basal cell and squamous cell
carcinomas indicating different mechanisms of induction of these
skin cancers (24). These studies provide a quantitative indication
of the essential role of DNA repair in protection from skin can-
cer and neurodegeneration. A more detailed review of the first
20 years of research on xeroderma pigmentosum at the NIH can
found at (25).

CHEMOPREVENTION OF SKIN CANCER IN
XP
Drs. John DiGiovanna, Gary Peck of the Dermatology Branch,
NCI, Robert Tarone of NCI, Alan Moshell of the National Insti-
tute of Arthritis, Musculoskeletal, and Skin Diseases (NIAMS)
and Dr. Kraemer embarked on a study to attempt to prevent new
skin cancers in XP patients using vitamin A derivatives. These
agents are associated with promotion of normal differentiation.
They selected five XP patients with a high frequency of new pri-
mary skin cancers, cataloged and removed all of their cancers
surgically for a period of 2 years and then treated for 2 years
with high dose oral 13-cis retinoic acid (isotretinoin). During the
treatment interval there was a 63% reduction in frequency of
new skin cancers. Although there were numerous side effects,
this treatment was the first demonstration of effective chemopre-
vention of cancer in humans (26).
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DNA REPAIR INTEREST GROUP
Drs. Vilhelm Bohr of NCI and Kraemer began a monthly DNA
Repair in-house lecture series in 1985 which was attended by
scientists at the Bethesda, MD campus of NIH. In 1992 the Bohr
group moved to the National Institute of Aging (NIA) in Balti-
more and, with support of the NIH Deputy Director for Intramu-
ral Research, they initiated a series of monthly videoconferences
that continues to the present. A speaker would deliver a lecture
at one site and then be questioned by participants viewing from
the other sites. In addition to the Bethesda and Baltimore cam-
puses of NIH, the videoconferences initially included Dr. Tho-
mas Kunkel and colleagues in the National Institute of
Environmental Health Sciences (NIEHS) in Research Triangle
Park, NC and the late Dr. Anthony Dipple at NCI in Frederick,
MD. Over the years the number of additional sites has fluctuated
and included groups at different locations: Dr. Richard Setlow,
Brookhaven National Laboratory in Upton, NY; Dr. Larry
Thompson, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Liver-
more, CA; Dr. Arthur Grollman, State University of NY, Stony
Brook, NY; Dr. Mats Ljungman, University of Michigan; Drs.
Rodney Nairn, Richard Wood and David Mitchell, M.D. Ander-
son Hospital, Smithville, TX; Dr. David Orren, University of
Kentucky, Lexington, KY; Drs. William Kaufmann and Marila
Cordeiro-Stone, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC;
Dr. Stephen Lloyd, Oregon Health and Science University, Port-
land, OR; and Drs. Bennet Van Houten and Robert Sobel, Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh, PA. Additional details are presented in
“The DNA Repair Interest Group: a Global Village” (27). More
than 150 of these lectures have been archived and can be viewed
at http://videocast.nih.gov. Each year one lecture was reserved
for a “History of DNA repair.” In 2001, Dr. James Cleaver
described his early work in discovering defective DNA repair in
XP in a lecture “Mending human genes” http://videocast.nih.gov/
launch.asp?10561.

LONG-TERM MULTIDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
OF XP
NIH is a referral center and we became known for our interest in
XP. Typically a clinician would suspect the diagnosis and then
send skin cells for testing. For many years Dr. James Cleaver’s
laboratory in San Francisco performed this service in addition to
his research studies. Once this testing was performed the patient
might be referred to NIH for detailed clinical evaluation and
additional research laboratory testing. In this manner we collabo-
rated with Cleaver in studying an unusual 4-year-old boy who
had XP with multiple skin cancers including melanomas, autism
and hypoglycinemia associated with a splice site mutation in the
XPC DNA repair gene. He responded well to sun protection and
oral glycine (28). The NIH group also collaborated with Dr.
Cleaver on studies of a 14-year-old girl with mild clinical symp-
toms who had a missense mutation in the XPG DNA repair gene,
and another XP-G patient who had the XP/CS complex (29).

Dr. John J. DiGiovanna, NCI, a clinical and research derma-
tologist joined the NIH group in 1980, to study XP patients in
the clinic, Sikandar Khan, Ph.D., a Staff Scientist, began work-
ing in our laboratory in 1995. He supervised all of the laboratory
investigations including testing of patient cells for complementa-
tion groups and mutations. We had a group of excellent postdoc-
toral fellows who remained in the laboratory for 2–5 years,

medical students who stayed for 1 year and multiple undergradu-
ate or medical students who spent 8 weeks in the laboratory dur-
ing the summers. In 2003, Deborah Tamura, R.N. who is trained
in genetic counseling and had experience in obstetrics and gyne-
cology joined us as a research nurse. Over the years we devel-
oped, collaborations with an ophthalmologist, Dr. Brian Brooks
of the National Eye Institute; a neuro-radiologist, Dr. Nicholas
Patronas of the Clinical Center; epidemiologists, Dr. Margaret
Tucker and Alisa Goldstein, NCI; an audiologist, Dr. Carmen
Brewer; a psychologist, Dr. Edythe Wiggs; neurologists, Drs.
Raphael Schiffmann and Tyler Pierson of NINDS, pathologists,
Drs. Jere Stern, Chyi-Chia Richard Lee, Mark Raffeld, Martha
Quezado and others.

Debby Tamura reviews the medical records of XP patients
referred from outside doctors and arranges for a 3–5 day visit at
the Clinical Center. During this time they have detailed examina-
tions of their skin, eyes, hearing tests, neurological exam, psy-
chometric testing, total body photography with images of
individual lesions and imaging of their brain if neurological
abnormalities are present as well as standard laboratory blood
and urine tests. Skin biopsies are performed and blood samples
taken for establishment of cell cultures.

A 40-year follow-up of 106 XP patients admitted to NIH
between 1971 and 2009, performed in collaboration with Dr.
Porcia Bradford, an Epidemiology Fellow, and Drs. Tucker and
Goldstein found that XP patients under age 20 years had a
more than 10 000-fold increase in nonmelanoma skin cancer
and a more than 2000-fold increase in melanoma of the skin
(30). In the general population, the average age of onset of mel-
anoma occurs at a younger age than nonmelanoma skin cancer
(NMSC). However, this is reversed in XP, where we found that
the median age of onset of first NMSC (9 years) was signifi-
cantly younger than the median age of first melanoma
(22 years) (Fig. 1). This relative age reversal from the general
population suggested different mechanisms of carcinogenesis
between NMSC and melanoma. About half of the XP patients
reported a history of acute burning on minimal sun exposure
(Fig. 2A). The others typically did not burn but developed
freckle-like lesions on the face before age 2 years (Fig. 2B).
The burning patients had a lower rate of skin cancer than those
that did not burn, this may be related to their extreme sun pro-
tection at an early age.

XP is present in dark skinned African patients (Fig. 2C). In
addition to the skin cancers, they frequently have involvement of
less pigmented sites such as the eyes and tip of the tongue. Pro-
gressive neurological degeneration was present in 24% with most
in complementation group XP-D (Fig. 2D). The median age at
death of 29 years in XP patients with neurodegeneration was sig-
nificantly younger than the patients without neurodegeneration
(37 years) (30).

Long-term follow-up by Dr. Brooks of the eye abnormalities
in 83 XP and three XP/CS patients examined at NIH from 1964
to 2011 was reported (31). More than 90% of the patients had at
least one ocular abnormality marking the eye as a major target
for UV damage. These abnormalities included conjunctivitis
(51%) corneal scarring (26%) and cataracts (14%). Ocular sur-
face cancer was reported in 10% of the patients. XP patients with
an acute burning phenotype were more likely to develop neoplas-
tic ocular lesions than nonburning patients. These studies provide
evidence that DNA repair plays a major role in protection of the
eye from sunlight-induced damage.
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Mariam Totonchy, a medical student in the laboratory for a
year, worked with Dr. Brewer and they evaluated audiograms
from 77 XP and two XP/CS patients who were examined at NIH
from 1971 to 2012 (32). Clinically significant hearing loss was
present in 29% of the patients especially those in complementa-
tion groups XP-A and XP-D who had acute burning on minimal
sun exposure. The severity of hearing loss paralleled the neuro-

logical decline and thus audiograms could be used to assess the
rate of XP neurological degeneration. These results provide evi-
dence that DNA repair is critical in maintaining neurological
integrity of the auditory system (32).

Autopsies were performed on four adult XP patients by the
NCI Laboratory of Pathology (33). The XP-A and XP-D patients
had severe progressive neurological degeneration and died at age

Figure 1. XP skin cancer by age at first skin cancer diagnosis and skin cancer type compared to US general population. Upper panel: Proportion of
nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC) patients diagnosed at selected ages. Lower panel: Proportion of melanoma patients diagnosed at selected ages. Indi-
viduals with both NMSC and melanoma were used for both analyses. General population data were taken from (37) (figure from 30).
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44 and 45 years, respectively. Both had infantile sized brains
indicative of profound atrophy. One XP-C patient with hundreds
of skin cancers died at age 35 years of a grade IV glioblastoma
of her brain. Another XP-C patient had hundreds of skin cancers,
and bilateral eye cancers requiring enucleations, but died at age
49 years from widespread metastatic adenocarcinoma of her uter-
ine endocervix. Thus, despite many skin cancers these four XP
patients died of internal tumors and neurodegeneration (33). This
demonstrates that the mortality from skin cancers can be man-
aged and prevented, and also points to the importance of surveil-
lance for internal malignancies.

Recent NIH studies

In order to look for molecular evidence of UV damage in mela-
nomas from XP patients, Yun Wang, M.D., Ph.D., a dermatolo-

gist postdoctoral fellow from China, performed laser capture
microdissection on paraffin-fixed tissue blocks from 59 melano-
mas from eight XP patients. He sequenced the PTEN tumor sup-
pressor gene and found mutations in 56% of the melanomas.
Further, 91% of the melanomas with mutations had UV-type
mutations occurring at adjacent pyrimidines, indicating an impor-
tant role for sun exposure in induction of these melanomas (34).
Coming nearly full circle, Dr. Cleaver edited this manuscript for
the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

Taro Masaki, M.D., Ph.D., a dermatologist postdoctoral fel-
low from Japan, continued these studies by investigating pre-
cancerous pigmented lesions (nevi) in the XP patients (35).
There was a similar high frequency of UV-type PTEN muta-
tions in the nevi as in the melanomas. Surprisingly, unlike the
mutations previously described in melanomas in the general
population, the frequency of BRAF, NRAS and KIT mutations
was lower than for PTEN. The mTOR pathway appeared to be
activated in these XP lesions. This may provide an approach to
controlling melanomas in XP patients by use of topical mTOR
inhibitors.

In determining the molecular defects in XP patients we found
that about 15% of the XP-C patients had premature termination
codons (PTC) in their germline DNA. Christiane Kuschal, Ph.D.,
a postdoctoral fellow from Germany, studied the ability of ami-
noglycoside antibiotics to readthrough PTC in cells from XP-C
patients (36). She developed a sensitive assay measuring the
appearance of XPC protein in localized areas of UV damage.
She found that the response to Geneticin and gentamycin
depended on the PTC sequence and it's location within the gene.
Characterizing parameters governing effective PTC readthrough
may provide a new prophylactic therapy for skin cancer preven-
tion in selected XP-C patients.
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